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ABSTRACT
Historical accounts of Indigenous education maintain that until the early 1950s settler and Indigenous children were educated in separate facilities regulated under separate legislation and overseen by separate authorities. This study illustrates that in British Columbia between 1901 and 1951, the dual system of schooling seemingly embodied in government policy was not implemented by federal or provincial authorities as strictly as historians have assumed. This article illuminates the ways that officials from both systems sometimes blurred the boundaries of policies and legislation that officially circumscribed students’ lives in order to enhance youngsters’ access to education.

Background
In *National Dreams: Myth, Memory, and Canadian History*, Daniel Francis has argued that “a nation is a group of people who share the same illusions about themselves.” He refers to these illusions as “myths”—not in the sense of being untrue, but rather that they are “important images, stories, and legends” idealized from events in our history serving to link and define us as Canadians. One such myth is that of the open North American frontier where the notion of vast—allegedly unclaimed—spaces served to legitimize settlers’ entitlements over lands and resources that had sustained...
Indigenous peoples’ livelihoods for millennia. “Core myths” are powerful communications that serve as “master narratives” to help societal elites further their status and privilege. As Tim Stanley notes, “The problem with imagined community is that if some people are imagined as within the community, as belonging to the nation, others are imagined as being outside of it, inexorable aliens who are not and cannot be like one’s self.”

Another important but relatively unexplored Canadian myth stems from the contents of Section 91(24) of the 1867 British North America Act. This portion of Canada’s constitution bestowed authority over Indian Affairs to the federal government. On the other hand, the Act gave provincial governments the right to govern and administer education. As a result, accounts of Indigenous education maintain that until the early 1950s settler and Indigenous children were educated in separate facilities, regulated under separate legislation and overseen by separate authorities.

For example, F. Henry Johnson, one of Canada’s earliest historians of education, states that “[w]hen the British North America Act was passed, making the Indians wards of the Dominion Government, and when reserves were established, the whole problem of Indian education seemed to be removed from provincial jurisdiction.”

More recently, Young and Levin contend—albeit inaccurately—that the federal government maintained oversight of Aboriginal education but shifted “toward integrating Indian children into the provincial school systems” during the 1960s.

Given the longstanding assumption of separate educational spheres for Indigenous and non-Indigenous children, it is understandable that historians of Indigenous education have tended to focus their inquiries almost exclusively on residential schooling. As a result, we know a good deal more about residential schools than other forms of Aboriginal schooling. However, the earliest educational establishments for Indigenous children were not residential schools but took the form of on-reserve day schools where children returned home to their families at the end of each school day. Established by religious missionaries as early as the 1700s, these institutions pre-date residential schools by over 150 years. By Confederation in 1867, Roman Catholic, Anglican, Methodist and Presbyterian religious were all vying to convert Indigenous peoples to Christianity and had established extensive networks of day schools. These on-reserve institutions were not unlike rural schools in appearance: that is, they tended to be sparsely furnished one-room wooden structures heated with a wood-burning stove. In addition to structural similarities, they also shared rural schools’ difficulties in attracting and retaining teachers. Rural conditions were difficult for teachers as they contended with loneliness, isolation, less-than-ideal living quarters, few resources, and lack of connection to other teachers. Since Indigenous children often accompanied their families during seasonal hunting and fishing excursions, day schools also grappled with inconsistent pupil attendance. High absenteeism, in turn, prompted students to drop out often after only a few years of schooling.

By the late 1870s, the federal Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) declared day schools to be “a very imperfect means of education.” Prime Minister John A. MacDonald sent Nicholas Flood Davin to the United States to explore the existing Indian boarding school system. Davin was impressed with American boarding
schools and discussed with various officials the possibility of implementing such a system in Canada. In 1879, Davin presented a report to government recommending the implementation of a boarding school system for Indigenous children throughout Canada to be sustained in collaboration with religious denominations. Support for boarding schools soon spread as illustrated by the comments of Edgar Dewdney, Canadian minister of the interior and former Indian commissioner. He stated that he

Never had much opinion of these day schools… [W]here those children go to school for a few hours and then return to their wigwams or houses, there is not much chance to improve them… The sooner we can close the day schools and send the children to the boarding schools, the sooner we will be able to do something with them.14

By the 1890s, Canada had inaugurated boarding schools where children aged 8 to 14 followed a general academic curriculum and industrial schools where 14 to 18 year olds trained in practical skills such as carpentry, cabinet making, and shoemaking. By 1909, industrial schools were considered to be financially and pedagogically inefficient, so government closed them. In 1923, federal authorities replaced the term “boarding” with “residential” for schools where Indigenous youngsters lodged away from their families for 10 months of the year or more until the age of 16.

Despite their appeal in allegedly assimilating Indigenous youth into mainstream society, residential schools were expensive due to the provision of food, clothing, and shelter. Since expenses exceeded legislative funding allocations, the schools relied on the human resources of church groups as well as the students for maintenance. The “half-day system” required that students spend only half their day on academics and the rest of their day doing chores to sustain the schools. Apparently, the entire “student body was out of class for long periods at critical times such as harvest.” Nuns taught girls domestic duties, such as cooking, doing laundry or scrubbing floors. Priests and missionaries trained boys in carpentry, as well as farming and— depending on the school— tending cattle. Long periods of time outside of the classroom slowed students’ academic progress rendering Indigenous children less well equipped academically than their public school peers. This age-grade lag jeopardized students’ abilities to enter high school or post-secondary institutions and consigned them to manual labour and the impulses of resource-based industries. In some cases, the children’s farming skills were too rudimentary for them to compete in Canada’s mainstream economic marketplace. At the same time, pupils’ lack of Indigenous knowledge and skills hindered their reintegration into their home communities. The residential school policy was wound down in 1951, when federal legislators revised the Indian Act to legally enable Aboriginal students to be educated in provincial schools.

The legacy of the residential school system was more damaging than the students’ inadequate academic and life skills would suggest. In recent years, stories have surfaced about individual students being taught that their families and cultures were inferior to their colonizers’. Educators’ and officials’ attitudes of cultural superiority led them to punish children physically for alleged transgressions such as speaking one’s
language. Indigenous ways of learning were rooted in communitarian “principles of respect, generosity, and a willingness to help others.”

By contrast, residential schooling was grounded in the discourse of liberalism with an emphasis on individual attainment. Thus, siblings were purposely segregated to discourage linguistic and cultural retention and to promote each child’s absorption into Canadian social mores. In many cases, students suffered physical and sexual abuse at the hands of their caretakers, leading many children to hate themselves and their families, making return to their home communities difficult. It was not until 2005 that the Canadian government agreed to earmark $2 billion in reparations to residential school survivors. In 2008, the federal government apologized to former residential school pupils for the school system’s devastating impact on Aboriginal culture, heritage, and language.

From the existing scholarly literature, it would be tempting to conclude that all Indigenous children were educated in segregated residential or on-reserve day schools. Nevertheless, there is evidence, albeit limited, that the Canadian government never fully achieved its goal of wholly segregated schooling for First Nations students. As Jean Barman has noted in “Families vs. Schools: Children of Aboriginal Descent in British Columbia Classrooms of the Late Nineteenth Century,” Indigenous and mixed race children were often permitted to attend British Columbia’s public schools despite an official policy of segregation. For example, in 1872, at Mill Bay, just north of Victoria, school registers included the “Sheppard, Vautrain and Gabourie children [who] all had white fathers and Aboriginal mothers.” From 1872 to 1878, John Jessop, British Columbia’s first superintendent of education, submitted annual reports to government indicating that Indigenous and mixed race children attended public schools on Salt Spring Island, Gabriola Island, the Cowichan Valley on Vancouver Island, in the province’s interior at Yale, Dog Creek in the Cariboo region and throughout the Okanagan Valley — to name but a few locations.

**Integrated Schooling in the Early 20th Century**

Evidence from British Columbia’s Annual Reports of the Public Schools (ARPS) also suggests that some Indigenous children were educated in public schools during the early decades of the 20th century. In 1914, school inspector A.E. McGraw reported that Miss A.M. Easton, the teacher at the Okanagan Valley school, taught up to twelve Indian students whose “behaviour and aptitude to learn” were impressive. Nine Indian children aged ten to seventeen, whose “writing and drawing books showed marked aptitude,” attended Hedley public school under the tutelage of Miss Nettie Walker. Two Arrow Lake Band children attended public school at Burton as well as several others in New Westminster. One Aboriginal student, Harry Harris, was enrolled in Armstrong High School’s matriculation class and was expected to succeed at his exam that summer. The following year, Indian Agent J.R. Brown confirmed these students’ continued good progress and also noted that Miss K. Lawrence of Larkin School taught two promising Indian students while Miss Minnie Smith of Wood Lake School reported her five Indian students to be achieving well. Further north in the coastal town of Port Essington, Edward Bolton, was the “first native
A scholar in BC to have been successful in passing his [high school] entrance examination from an Indian Reserve day school,” and had enrolled in King Edward High School in Prince Rupert in 1935.27

The ability of Indigenous pupils to attend provincial schools was largely dependent upon financial support from the federal government. In 1915, Indian Affairs paid British Columbia $165.34 in total tuition fees for educating on-reserve status Indian students in off-reserve public schools. Legislation made schooling mandatory for Indigenous children in 1920, leading to increased enrolment, accompanied by an almost five-fold increase in federal tuition fees to $738.40 by 1925.28 British Columbia was not the lone recipient of federal funding for educating Indigenous children in public schools. Indian Affairs Annual Reports reveal that throughout the first half of the 20th century Canada financed the public schooling of Indigenous children across the country. In 1915, the province of Quebec received the most federal funding for tuition fees at $6,717.80. The second highest amount—at $1,362.57—went to Ontario, indicating that Quebec educated far more Indigenous children in public schools than any other of Canada’s provinces.29

It is important to note, however, that upon securing federal funding Indigenous students were not automatically granted the right to attend public schools during the first half of the 20th century. Their integration was dependent on various local factors as well, not the least of which were the ever-changing sentiments of settler families, as illustrated by the following case from the Saanich peninsula, northeast of the city of Victoria. In 1915, the Tsartlip Indian Day School closed due to low pupil enrolment. It appears that many of the pupils from the Tsartlip reserve were in fact attending West Saanich School, established and funded by the province. However, in 1928 trustees voted to bar the Indigenous children from the school. Some trustees complained that over one quarter of the school’s students had failed their summer exams and they attributed this poor showing to “unduly large classes, forty children being instructed by one teacher.”30 One board member, Chairman Hobbs, opposed the motion, arguing that “exclusion would be followed by emigration of many excellent Indian families to the United States, where their children [would] be given education.”31 Hobbs noted that since the federal government paid the children’s tuition fees, these funds could be used to add an additional classroom to the public school, thus accommodating the increased population. The pro-exclusion trustees won the day however, bolstered by the attitudes of settler parents who feared that Indigenous
children carried diseases—fears that were declared to be “groundless” by Doctors Berman and Whitehead.32

One of the more curious examples of Indigenous children being schooled alongside settler children comes from Telegraph Creek in the far north of British Columbia. The land in and around Telegraph Creek constitutes the traditional territory of the Tahltan people whose population had declined from 1,500 in the 1830s to approximately 325 during the late 1840s due to their lack of immunity to settler carried illnesses. When gold was discovered in the late 1870s in the Cassiar and Klondike areas in the northernmost points of the province, miners and capitalists flooded to the region. Following on their heels were Protestant and Catholic missionaries, who established churches and schools for the salvation of both settler and Indian souls.33

When Dr. Inglis, a Presbyterian medical missionary, arrived in Telegraph Creek in 1905, he was troubled by the absence of a church, school, or hospital.34 With 25-30 settlers and approximately 150 Tahltan living in and around the settlement, Dr. Inglis believed there was a need for religious and educational guidance.35 He and his wife moved quickly to set up a large floored tent where they conducted two services on Sundays: one in the afternoon for English settlers and one in the morning for the Tahltan, facilitated by a Native interpreter.”36 Inglis and his wife also conducted school during the week and invited children of all denominations to attend.

By 1906, the couple had secured provincial funding to convert a former saloon to a church and an outfitter’s store into Telegraph Creek public school. They also appointed three trustees who encouraged local Tahltan children to attend with the few settler pupils in order to meet the province’s minimum requirement of ten children to maintain a school. In 1912, a new log schoolhouse was built using funds from provincial education officials who also supplied textbooks free of charge.37

From 1912 until the late 1940s, Telegraph Creek Elementary functioned as an “un-officially” integrated school with funding and administrative oversight shared by both provincial and federal authorities.38 Ironically, the federal government’s post-World War II initiative to officially wind down separate school facilities for Indigenous children unintentionally resulted in segregating Indigenous from non-Indigenous pupils at Telegraph Creek.

In 1948, the final report of the federal Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons tasked with investigating Indian Affairs had recommended extensive changes to Canada’s Indian Act. With respect to education, the Committee recommended that Indian children be educated “in association with other children.”39 Accepting the recommendations, the federal government amended the Indian Act in 1951 enabling the Minister of Indian Affairs to enter into agreements with provincial governments, territorial councils, school boards or religious or charitable organizations for the schooling of Aboriginal children living on reserve.40 Canada supported this legislation with lucrative financial incentives to help with the integration of Indigenous children into provincial schools and the renovation of existing facilities or construction of new ones where necessary.

Few scholars have investigated Canada’s post-war shift from a policy of segregated to integrated schooling for Indigenous children. In Shingwauk’s Vision, James Miller’s
seminal work on Canada’s residential schools, he attributes national economic issues as the impetus for government's policy shift to integrated education. That is, integration provided a more cost-effective way to educate a growing Native population than attempting to renovate and expand existing segregated schools that were in various stages of disrepair due to federal budget cuts implemented during the Depression and World War II. Historian John Milloy supports Miller’s view, citing a twofold rationale for Canada’s shift from segregated to integrated schooling: policymakers’ longstanding goal to assimilate Native peoples into Canadian society and “mundane financial considerations.”

In November 1949, a new three-room school was opened in Telegraph Creek, jointly funded by federal and provincial governments. It was officially designated as “integrated by the Telegraph Creek School district and the federal Minister of Citizenship and Immigration” after roughly 40 years of “unofficial” integration. However, due to lobbying by church officials, Catholic Indigenous children would no longer attend school alongside their non-Indigenous peers. Instead, Catholic Indigenous children who once attended Telegraph Creek School found themselves segregated into a newly-constructed residential school at Lower Post just south of the Yukon border. Ironically, the federal shift to integrated schooling had the unintended consequence of segregating—along religious lines—previously integrated pupils from both settler and Indigenous families.

Making it Work: Federal-Provincial Authorities

The narrative of separate educational spheres for Indigenous and non-Indigenous learners also belies evidence that economic hardship during both the Depression and World War II had forced the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs to collaborate with provincial authorities to sustain school inspection. In an attempt to cut costs due to falling government revenues, the federal government reduced their complement of school inspectors. BC’s inspectors lent a hand by inspecting federal day schools in regions with insufficient federal manpower. This was the case in 1942, when provincial inspector Bergie Thorsteinsson replaced federal inspector Gerald Barry in the Prince Rupert region of the province. The change from federal to provincial inspectors was welcomed by one teacher in particular, Mrs. Elizabeth Pogson, who had begun teaching in 1930 at Port Essington Indian Day School on the south bank of the Skeena River, southeast of Prince Rupert.

Pogson’s work at Port Essington Indian Day School initially proceeded smoothly,
with her students making satisfactory progress. She possessed a second-class teaching certificate and came highly recommended after eight successful years in Manitoba’s public schools. Nevertheless, in 1936 Pogson’s situation worsened when Indian Affairs Inspector Gerald H. Barry began filing unfavorable teaching reports with Indian Affairs officials. Inspector Barry noted that the children—particularly the first graders—were making poor progress. This he attributed to “too many children for this rather elderly [46-year-old] teacher…..”

Barry also arranged for the ten mixed heritage students plus Pogson’s own daughter to be transferred out of the day school to the local public school.

Inspector Barry’s assessment of Pogson’s teaching may have been more ideological than substantive and certainly did not reflect the glowing reference she had received from School Inspector Hartely after many years of service in Manitoba. Barry lamented that Pogson was “rather too old to make much use of ‘Demonstration and Type Lessons.’ Her knowledge of the Psychology of Teaching is … very limited, hence she does not get the best results.”

As elsewhere in North America, by the mid-1920s, educational psychology had become well entrenched in normal school curricula, covering various topics such as “General Modes of Human Behaviour.”

Having received her teaching certificate in the early 1900s, Pogson may have used more “traditional” methods of which “modern” educationists, such as Barry, disapproved. When provincial inspector Bergie Thorsteinsson replaced Barry in 1942, he was much more tolerant of Pogson’s techniques which he characterized as “not the most modern” but “effective.” Despite endorsing Pogson’s work, Thorsteinsson made no attempt to return Pogson’s daughter or the children of mixed heritage to the day school.

Nevertheless, the segregation of Indigenous and non-Indigenous children at Port Essington could not hold for much longer. In November 1944, Inspector Thorsteinsson reported that Mrs. Pogson was “carrying on in her usually conscientious and efficient manner” and that primary level children were particularly good at reading. However, of the 19 students enrolled, 12 were making fair or bad progress, largely due to poor daily attendance. Absenteeism frustrated government and church officials alike who blamed parents for taking their children with them during fishing and logging excursions. On May 30, 1947, Pogson’s ill health prompted her to submit her resignation to the federal Indian Agent. In September of that year, she led the day school pupils over to Port Essington Elementary School where she left them in the hands of the public school teacher: Miss Esther Olynyk.

**Conclusion**

As these few examples make clear, neither provincial nor federal authorities adhered strictly to separate schooling for Indigenous and settler children as per legislation laid out in the Canadian constitution. These glimpses also indicate that throughout BC some Indigenous children were schooled alongside other settler children prior to the passage of legislation that legalized such practices in 1951. Annual tuition transfers documented in Department of Indian Affairs Annual Reports further verify that
British Columbia was not the only province to integrate Indigenous children into provincial schools prior to 1951 legislation that would enable such practices. In some cases, such as Telegraph Creek, it is clear that Indigenous pupils were educated with non-Indigenous children right from the establishment of the school with costs borne equally by provincial and federal authorities.

The stories told in this paper also reveal something about the character of the civil servants who administered both federal and provincial school systems. It has been argued that the officials who managed education in British Columbia and elsewhere in North America until the mid-20th century consisted predominantly of small “l” liberals motivated by progressive ideas about the value of social and educational change. In short, they sometimes blurred the boundaries of policies and legislation that officially circumscribed students’ lives in order to enhance youngsters’ access to educational opportunities.

Finally, Adele Perry has noted that following World War II, English Canadian historians shifted their gaze from the dominant analytic frame of the “empire” to that of the “nation”—to which we remain somewhat wedded today. The predominance of the nation as an analytic frame may help to explain why historians have tended to restrict their research focus to federal residential schooling while neglecting other—more local—forms of Indigenous education. Master narratives—such as
the myth of separate school spheres for Indigenous and settler children—have served to define us as Canadians. Yet, as Daniel Francis and others have noted, master narratives have recently lost their explanatory power since all myths can only be partial renderings of history seen through specific narrow lenses. Recently, some researchers, such as Adele Perry and Katie Pickles have gently prodded Canadian historians in more global directions. Others, such as Steven High, have maintained the importance of shifting to smaller analytic units, such as regional or local communities. Hopefully, movement in either direction—more locally toward the community or more broadly beyond the nation state—will help historians to craft a more fulsome portrayal of Indigenous education that encompasses not only residential schools, but public schools, on-reserve day schools, and other forms of education that may not have occurred in schools at all.
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